A little How-To when applying for the Physics Master's program

(the relevant and legally binding document is the current version of the study regulations for the Master's program)

Prerequisite for admission to the Master's program is (cf. §2 of the study regulations):

1. successful completion of the Physics Bachelor's program at the University of Bayreuth => you can directly enroll

or

2. successful completion of an equivalent Bachelor's program; equivalence is checked by the examination board; in some cases the equivalence may be approved with stipulations (completion of missing or insufficient courses with less than 30 credit points*, to be done within the first two terms of the Master's program).

=> after approval you can enroll (see also the relevant information of our International Office under the link [www.international-office.uni-bayreuth.de/en/](http://www.international-office.uni-bayreuth.de/en/))

Equivalence (with minor or no stipulations) is typically approved for:

- successfully completed Bachelor's programs with at least 20 CP in Mathematics, 85 CP in Physics, and comparable contents to the Physics Bachelor's program at the University of Bayreuth. This applies to virtually all Physics Bachelor's programs at German universities.

- successfully completed High-School-Teacher programs („Erste Staatsprüfung für das Lehramt an Gymnasien“)

* Credit Points (CP): 3 credit points correspond, for example, to a full-term lecture (about 13 weeks) with 90 min teaching per week.

For checking if equivalence can be approved send the documents named below as PDF versions to master.physik@uni-bayreuth.de

- brief cover letter
- Bachelor certificate with all grades (incl. a grading scale)
- short description or a web link to your BSc course contents (German or English)
- Certificate for your language skills (B2 or higher) in German or English (if none of these is your native tongue)